Mechanics of active contraction in cardiac muscle: Part II--Cylindrical models of the systolic left ventricle.
Models of contracting ventricular myocardium were used to study the effects of different assumptions concerning active tension development on the distributions of stress and strain in the equatorial region of the intact left ventricle during systole. Three models of cardiac muscle contraction were incorporated in a cylindrical model for passive left ventricular mechanics developed previously [Guccione et al. ASME Journal of Biomechanical Engineering, Vol. 113, pp. 42-55 (1991)]. Systolic sarcomere length and fiber stresses predicted by a general "deactivation" model of cardiac contraction [Guccione and McCulloch, ASME Journal of Biomechanical Engineering, Vol. 115, pp. 72-81 (1993)] were compared with those computed using two less complex models of active fiber stress: In a time-varying "elastance" model, isometric tension development was computed from a function of peak intracellular calcium concentration, time after contraction onset and sarcomere length; a "Hill" model was formulated by scaling this isometric tension using the force-velocity relation derived from the deactivation model. For the same calcium ion concentration, the sarcomeres in the deactivation model shortened approximately 0.1 microns less throughout the wall at end-systole than those in the other models. Thus, muscle fibers in the intact ventricle are subjected to rapid length changes that cause deactivation during the ejection phase of a normal cardiac cycle. The deactivation model predicted rather uniform transmural profiles of fiber stress and cross-fiber stress distributions that were almost identical to those of the radial component. These three components were indistinguishable from the principal stresses. Transmural strain distributions predicted at end-systole by the deactivation model agreed closely with experimental measurements from the anterior free wall of the canine left ventricle.